A THING
OF BEAUTY
IS NEVER QUITE
COMPLETE
UNLESS
AN ANTENNA
IS SUSPENDED
FROM IT!
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A

nother Christmas gone by. I start taking
the decorations down come New Years
Day. My thing is to put them up over time
starting on the first of the December, and take
them down the same way. That way it’s not so
much of an overload on the front end or the suffering of withdrawal on the other.
This year, Walter and I gave the money we would
have spent on each other to various charities.
We’ve reached the point in
our gift-giving and receiving
lives where we really don’t
need anything. It wasn’t that
we didn’t give each other
something under the tree to
unwrap, because we did do
that! A few little surprise
things, like the Morse Express Christmas key that I
picked up in mint condition from a local ham’s
estate sale a few months ago. Got it for a good
price too! Walter had a T-shirt and an apron made
at a local speciality shop. The T had a picture of a
yellow baby chick that said, “Ham Radio Chick”
while the apron displayed the message, “Ham
Radio - it’s a passion, not a hobby!”
We spent some time at the Seniors’ home during
the Christmas season. Their ham club station was
suffering from
occasional interference on the
HF bands. It
would always
start up after the
late afternoon
HAM RADIO
diner meal and
shut off around
10 pm. Walter
traced it to the
power source of
an older string of
lights, those
ones that blink
it’s a passion,
not a hobby!

off and on, in one of the resident’s rooms.
Every time you went into one of the rooms to see
what kind of decoration was “on and off”, you were
offered candy or chocolates, or sweets of some
kind. What is it with seniors and their sweets? Anyway, as I said, Walter eventually found the offending noise source. The lady, in whose room it was,
was one of the second tech licence group and was
quite happy to forego some of her decorations to
benefit the ham club station. Walter says it’s too
bad all interference problems weren’t that easy to
fix.
That’s it for this month. Here’s hoping that everyone got some kind of toy under the Christmas tree,
and that the new year will be good to us all.
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I

‘m partial to a lot of things in this wide field of
electronics. Besides working in various aspects
of the business for the last (nearly) sixty years,
I’ve had a ham ticket for the same period. And
you know, it’s been a fun trip.
When it comes to
building stuff, test
equipment is a favorite for
me, as are CW keyers (and
oscillators in general),
BENCHER BY-1
audio amplifiers, and things
to sense surrounding conditions and then control
things. Now that microprocessors and
microcontrollers are such a big part of new circuit
design, it’s a great time to be building.
A few years ago, I assembled a keyer from a kit
by K1EL. I have a set of
Bencher BY-1 paddles that I
use occasionally when the CW
“mood” strikes me. Not that
I’m any great shakes with
receiving code!
N0SA SSP
In August of last year, Larry,
N0SA, announced on one of
the QRP e-mail reflectors that he had a limited
number of his SSP dual lever iambic mini-paddles
available. These are constructed of aircraft grade

aluminum parts and stainless steel hardware, and
have magnetic return. Each arm is individually
adjustable for spacing. The paddles measure a very
compact 1.8 x 1.1 x .8 inches.
I missed that run as they were quickly snapped
up, so I asked Larry if he would let me know when
he made the next batch. In late November, I had an
e-mail asking if I was still interested in one. The
price was $85 and $25 shipping to Canada ($10 in
the US). Larry mailed the paddle out to me before
my PayPal payment to him had even cleared.
You would think being next door to each other,
relatively speaking, that the mail between our two
countries would be speedy! However, it never
seems to work that way. The two postal
organizations did finally get their respective acts
together and the package showed up in my
western mail box.
The reviews of Larry’s keys I found on-line were
all high in their praise of the quality of
workmanship and the ease of dealing with him. I
can certainly add my name to the list of satisfied
customers.
There used to be a friction-fit mounting base
available so you could transfer the key from one
spot to another (with another base). When I asked
Larry about obtaining one, he informed me that he
no longer produced them as they were too time
consuming. His new method of attaching the
paddles to any base uses 3M Dual Lock fastener.
Looking around the internet, I found VE3MPT’s
blog where he used a hockey puck as a base
support. While he used the discontinued base, the
idea of using the puck seemed to be a good one to
me. Instead of attaching the old friction mount
base, now we use the 3M fastener. The puck (each)
SSP PADDLES

3M DUAL LOCK
HOCKEY PUCK

to their web site, make sure you click on the
country/language button up in the right top corner
for your area, if the page doesn’t automatically take
you there.
However, if you do a bit of searching, you might
be able to pick up a hockey puck at your nearby
WalMart or Dollar Store. For the friction pad, a
piece of sandpaper or some of the tool box drawer
liner sheet may work just about as well.
Watch the orientation of the two Dual Lock pieces
as explained in the instructions. If you install them
incorrectly, you may get some unwanted side play.
If you prefer to make a slightly more permanent
mount, remove the small bolts holding the insulator
base piece with a Philips screwdriver and fasten
them to the new base with 4-40 stainless steel bolts
of the desired length. If you use the hockey puck
method shown here then use ones that are an inch
long and countersink the heads.
I’d never used a key with a magnet instead of a
spring for lever return. I was pleasantly surprised
with the feel just as it came out of the box. And just
in case you don’t like that “feel”, Larry supplies
instructions for adjustment and the hex keys to do
it with.
QUESTIONS ABOUT BATTERIES?
If you have ever had a question about batteries
and couldn’t find the answer - here’s the place for
you! Battery University1 is a web site with an
extensive collection of articles on all types of
battery technologies.
FREE REFERENCE BOOKS
It’s amazing what you can find when you do an
on-line search for something. In this most recent
case it was my wondering if there were any free
editions of antenna handbooks.
Simply by typing in “antenna handbook free” gets
you a whole bunch of good reading. Below are a
few of my choices.
1. Practical Antenna Handbook 4th Edition
by Joseph J. Carr - good section on
Smith Charts if you want to learn about
those.

FRICTION PAD

and the friction pad (package of 8) are available
from Lee Valley and are listed in their catalog as
88K59.02 and 88K59.01 respectively. When you go
1

http://batteryuniversity.com/learn/

2. U.S. Marine Corps - Antenna Handbook
produced in 2001, good basic antenna
theory.
3. Wire Antennas for Ham Radio
by Iulian Rosu YO3DAC / VA3IUL
Seventy practical wire antennas.
REALLY NOW!
A lot of
things are
being
connected
to wifi and
the Internet
to make our
lives better,
but are
some things
really
necessary - just because you can! A recent trip to a
department store provided this photo. For your
cooking pleasure - a WIFI enabled Slow Cooker!
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listed in the next newsletter.
Provide some text describing what it is and its
condition (and a picture if you have one).
The item/s will stay listed for
three newsletters (or less, if
you notify us that it has been
given away).
From VE1VQ…
Canon Ink Jet Printer cartridges new, unopened.
BCI-6BK
Qty 2
BCI-6M
Qty 2
BCI-6PC
Qty 3
BCI-6Y
Qty 1
BCI-6C
Qty 3
BCI-6PM
Qty 2
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The Canon printer, for which I had then, failed. Of course,
the new replacement Canon does not take the same ones.
SignaLink SL-1+ (not the USB
model) to get you on the digital
modes. Used with my Ten-Tec
Jupiter. Comes with several
cables. Mint condition. Software and manual downloadable
from the web page. This was working when I last used it. I
replaced it with the SignaLink USB model.
Both the cartridges and the SignaLink can be shipped from
Montana for a taker in the US, in early February, when next I
am out that way. If you want stuff earlier, I can ship from
Canada, but the shipping will most likely be higher.
END - JANUARY 2017

THE WAY IT WORKS IS THIS…
You have to be a member of MARA NorthEast to
submit an item or items to give away - and it (or they)
must be free (except for any shipping costs).
You must be a member of MARA Northeast to claim
and receive an item or items.
The two of you will have to agree who is paying for the
shipping, if you are not within driving distance to pick
the stuff up in person.
Doesn’t have to be amateur related. It can be anything
you want to get rid of.
No getting it for free and then selling it on E-Bay. You
have to personally have a use for it.
Submit your item or items to ve1vq@eastlink.ca to be

F

or many years, from the later 1990s and
into the 2000s, the common topic at our
annual meetings and on the MARA NE
Saturday morning net was our role in the scheme
of things for Church emergency communications.
We knew we had been “dumped” as the official
emergency
communications arm. We knew we had
Were we
been “dumped” as
ERRS/ERC/ERS
operators in training? the official emergency
communications arm.
Were we strictly a
social group? Were
we anything?
By some, in the new organizations (whatever the
acronyms might be), we were made to feel like
apostates or interlopers or threats. Some, I believe,
hoped that we would “just go away”. Others were
guardedly speaking to us, as if we had leprosy, or
weren’t quite trustworthy in some way. While
others, like Dan, NE3Z, welcomed us all to the
Church Storehouse nets as a resource (whatever
group we might be from).
Some of the old MARA groups spun off into their
own niche, such as us here at MARA NE (Mercury
Amateur Radio Association - North East) retaining
the name, while others dropped the MARA or
Mercury Amateur Radio Association title using
“Mercury” instead. Some became local VHF nets
while others stayed with HF on 80 and/or 40
meters. Some ceased to be.
One person close to both MARA and the new
groups admitted that the “divorce” between the
Church and MARA
could have “been
One person close to
handled in a much
both MARA and the
better manner”.
new groups admitted
That brings us to
that the “divorce” bewhere MARA NE is
today. We maintain an tween the Church and
HF net on 80 meters
MARA could have
every Saturday
“been handled in a
morning on or around
much better manner”.
3.8725 MHz with

Charlie, WB4FLM, as net control.
What do we do now? The choices are:
1. Don’t do anything, but carry on as we
currently exist?
2. Come with some ideas to revitalize the
group?
or
3. Hit the virtual power switch and close things
down?
Since we haven’t had an annual meeting for quite
some time now, perhaps a good place to begin would
be to call one. In the time leading up to such a
meeting, members could be asked if they could come
with an idea or two to present for discussion.
So what do you think? Leave it the way it is, try to
improve it, or let it die “a natural death”. If we don’t
do something it will most likely do the latter. And
those who hoped “we would go away” would get
their wish.
Until next month,
VE1VQ

